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Abstract. Much of the world’s data is in the form of time series, and many other
types of data, such as video, image, and handwriting, can easily be transformed
into time series. This fact has fueled enormous interest in time series retrieval in
the database and data mining community. However, much of this work’s narrow
focus on efficiency and scalability has come at the cost of usability and effectiveness. Here, we introduce a general framework that learns a distance measure
with arbitrary constraints on the warping path of the Dynamic Time Warping
calculation. We demonstrate utility of our approach on both classification and
query retrieval tasks for time series and other types of multimedia data, then
show that its incorporating into the relevance feedback system and query refinement can further improve the precision/recall by a wide margin.

1 Introduction
Much of the world’s data is in the form of time series, leading to enormous interest in
time series retrieval in the database and data mining community. However, most of
previous work has utilized the Euclidean distance metric because it is very amenable
to indexing [1], [2]. However, there is increasing evidence that the Euclidean metric’s
sensitivity to discrepancies in the time axis makes it unsuitable for most real world
problems [3], [4], [5], [6]. This fact appears to be almost unnoticed because, unlike
their counterparts in information retrieval, many researchers in the database/data
mining community evaluate algorithms without considering precision/recall or accuracy [7]. In this work, we introduce a distance measure and show its utility with
comprehensive experiments. Despite its potential weakness that it requires some
training or human intervention to achieve its superior results, we can use the classic
relevance feedback technique to achieve this end.
1.1 The ubiquity of time series data
In this section, we wish to expand the readers’ appreciation for the ubiquity of time
series data. Rather than simply list the traditional application domains, we will consider some less obvious applications that can benefit from efficient and effective
retrieval.
Video retrieval: Video retrieval is one of the most important issues in multimedia
database management systems. Generally, research on content-based video retrieval
represents the content of the video as a set of frames, leaving out the temporal features of frames in the shot. However, for some domains, it may be fruitful to extract
time series from the video, and index just the time series (with pointers back to the
original video). Figure 1 shows an example of a video sequence transformed into a

time series. One obvious advantage of this representation is the huge reduction in
dimensionality, enhancing the ease of storage, transmission, analysis, and indexing; it
is also much easier to make the time series representation invariant to distortions in
the data.
Figure 1. Stills from a video
sequence; the right hand is
tracked, and converted into a
time series
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Image retrieval: Image Retrieval has become increasingly crucial in our information-based community. For some specialized domains, it can be useful to convert
images into “pseudo time series.” Consider Figure 2, where we convert an image of a
leaf into a time series by measuring the local angle of its perimeter’s trace. The utility
of such a transform is similar to that for video retrieval, especially in natural images,
where we can more easily handle the natural variability of living creatures (scale,
offset, and rotation invariance) in the time domain with dynamic time warping [8].

Figure 2. Many image indexing/classification/clustering can be
solved more effectively and efficiently
after converting the image into a
"pseudo time series"

Handwriting retrieval: While the recognition of online handwriting [9] may be
largely regarded as a solved problem, the problem of transcribing and indexing existing historical archives remains a challenge.
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Figure 3. A) An example of handwritten text by George Washington. B) A
zoom-in on "Alexandria", after slant
removal. C) A variety of techniques
exist to convert 2-D handwriting into a
time series; in this case, the projection
profile is used

The problem of indexing historical archives is difficult, because unlike the online
handwriting problem, there is no pen-acceleration information. In addition, the archives may be degraded and stained. For example, Figure 3.A) shows an example of
text written by George Washington, which is all but illegible to modern readers with
little experience with cursive writing. Many off-line handwritten document imageprocessing algorithms have recently been proposed in the interest of word recognition
and indexing [10], [11], mostly without associating with problem with time series.
While handwriting is not a time series, there exist several techniques to convert
handwriting to time series. Recent work suggests that this representation may still

allow the high precision in indexing historical archives while simplifying the problem
from 2-dimentional to 1-dimentional domain [12]
1.2 Existing work on time series retrieval
The explosion of interest in time series indexing in the last decade has been extraordinary, but the majority of the work has focused on the Euclidean distance, which
assumes linear mappings between the query and the candidate time series. However,
recent work has demonstrated that this similarity model generally does not work well
for many real-world problems, where variability in the time axis is always present.
This problem of distortion in the time axis can be addressed by Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), a distance measure that has long been known to the speech processing
community [13], [14]. This method allows non-linear alignments between the two
time series to accommodate sequences that are similar but out of phase. The superiority of DTW over Euclidean distance for classification and indexing has been demonstrated by several authors on a diverse set of domains, including bioinformatics, music retrieval, handwritten document archives, biometrics, chemical engineering, industry, and robotics [3], [4]. Our approach takes this recent work on DTW as its starting
point, then fine-tune the algorithm, for a particular domain, and even a particular
query, by selectively limiting the amount of warping we allow along various parts of
the query. As we will demonstrate, by selectively limiting the amount of warping
allowed, we can actually improve the accuracy of DTW, as well as the indexing performance. Due to space limitations, please refer to the DTW background and related
work in [15].

2 The Ratanamahatana-Keogh Band (R-K Band)
The ‘global constraint’ of DTW has been almost universally applied to DTW, primarily to prevent unreasonable warping and to speed up its computation. However, surprisingly little research has looked at discovering the best shape and size of the window. Most practitioners simply use one of the well-known bands, e.g., Sakoe-Chiba
Band [14] or Itakura Parallelogram [16], proposed in the context of speech recognition several decades ago. In addition, there are several widespread beliefs about
DTW, which have been proven to be false by our extensive experiments on wide
variety of datasets [17]. The motivation for our work has sparked from this finding
that the effect of the window shape/size on accuracy is very substantial, and is
strongly domain dependent. Our ideal solution is then to find an optimal band for a
given problem that will potentially improve the accuracy. We recently proposed a
new representation, the Ratanamahatana-Keogh Band (R-K Band) [15], which allows
arbitrary shaped constraints.
2.1 A general model of global constraints
To represent a warping window, we can define it in terms of a vector R, Ri = d, where
0 ≤ d ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ m and Ri is the height above the diagonal in the y direction, as
well as the width to the right of the diagonal in the x direction. The classic Euclidean
distance can be defined in terms of Ri = 0; 1 ≤ i ≤ m; only the diagonal path is al-

lowed. More generally, we can define any arbitrary constraint with a vector R.
Figure 4 illustrates some examples of our R-K Bands. An interesting and useful
property of our representation is that it also includes the Euclidean distance and classic DTW as special cases
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Figure 4. We can use R to
create arbitrary global constraints. A) We can use R to
specify all existing global
constraints, including the
Sakoe-Chiba Band B) and
the Itakura Parallelogram C)

C)

. We can exploit the R-K Bands for both classification and indexing (query retrieval) problems, depending on the task at hand. In particular,
• for classification, we can use a different R-K Band for each class; we denote the
band learned for the cth class, as the R-Kc Band.
• for indexing, we can use one R-K Band that maximizes the trade off between
efficiency and precision/recall.
Having introduced an R-K Band, we can represent any arbitrary warping windows.
However, discovering the optimal R-K Band still remains a question. In some cases,
it maybe is possible to manually construct the bands, based on domain knowledge.
Unfortunately, our preliminary attempts to manually construct R-K Bands met with
limited success, even for simple toy problems. Furthermore, since the number of
possible R-K Bands is exponential, exhaustive search over all possibilities is clearly
not an option. We will show how we can learn the high-quality bands automatically
from data.
2.2 Learning multiple R-Kc Bands for classification
While it is generally not possible to handcraft accurate R-K Bands, it is possible to
pose the problem as a search problem. Using generic heuristic hill-climbing search
techniques, we can perform both forward and backward searches. The forward search
starts with the initial Sakoe-Chiba band (uniform) of width 0 (Euclidean), and the
backward search starts from the uniform band of the maximum width m, above and to
the right of the diagonal. The searches are complete when one of the following is
true:-No improvement in accuracy can be made; the width of the band reaches m for
the forward search and 0 (Euclidean) for the backward search or; each section of the
band (after recursively cut the portion in half) reaches some threshold. The utility of
our R-Kc Bands for classification has been extensively shown in [18].
2.3 Learning one R-K Band for indexing
In addition to creating R-Kc Bands for classification, we can learn one single R-K
Band for indexing or query retrieval. The one-band learning algorithm is very similar
to the multiple-band learning in the previous section, except that we only maintain
one single band representing the whole problem and that we measure the precision/recall instead of the accuracy. Utilizing an R-K Band for an indexing problem

has been shown in [18] to improve both precision and recall by a wide margin. However, an R-K Band needs to be learned from a training data, which may not be practical or available in many circumstances. To resolve this problem, we can build a training data through relevance feedback system, with some help from a user in identifying the positive and negative examples to the system, which is demonstrated in the
next section.

3 Relevance Feedback
In text-mining community, relevance feedback is well known to be effective method
to improve the query performance [4], [19], [20]. However, there has been much less
research in non-text domains. In section 1.1, we have introduced time series as an
alternative representation of some multimedia data. This section shows how to incorporate that technique into relevance feedback system using our proposed R-K Band.
3.1 Query refinement
Relevance feedback methods attempt to improve performance for a particular informational need by refining the query, based on the user’s reaction to the initial retrieved documents/objects. Working with time series retrieval is rather similar to the
text retrieval; a user can draw or provide an example of a query and retrieve the set of
best matches’ retrieval of data. Once the user ranks each of the results, a query refinement is performed such that a better-quality query is produced for the next retrieval round. In our system, the user is asked to rank each result in a 4-point scale,
based on relevance to their informational needs, which are converted into appropriate
weights being used in query refinement processes (averaging the positive results with
current query). However, averaging a collection of time series that are not perfectly
time-aligned is non-trivial and DTW is needed [21]; Hierarchically, each pair of time
series are averaged based on weights and warped alignments.
3.2 R-K Band learning in relevance feedback
We will empirically demonstrate that our proposed R-K Band combined with the
query refinement can improve precision and recall of retrieval. Table 1 shows our
algorithm.
Table 1. R-K Band learning with Relevance Feedback algorithm
Algorithm RelFeedback(initial_query)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Repeat until all rankings are positive.
Show the 10 best matches to the current query to the user.
Let the user rank how relevant each result is.
According to the ranking, accumulatively build the training set;
positive result Æ class 1, negative result Æ class 2.
Learn a single envelope that represents the given training data.
Generate a new query, by averaging (with DTW) the positive results
with the current query according to their weights.
end;

In the first iteration, given a query, the system uses the initial R-K Band (size 0),
retrieves the 10 nearest neighbors, and then shows them to the user (line 1). After

ranking, the positive and negative responses are noted and collected as a training data
(lines 3-4). The algorithm uses this training data to learn an R-K Band that best represents the positive objects in the training set while being able to correctly differentiate
the positive from the negative instances (line 5). The training data will be accumulated during each round, thus producing progressively finer results. The process is
complete when only positive feedbacks are returned or the user abandons the task. In
our experiments, we consider 3 multimedia datasets, shown in Table 2, in our relevance feedback technique (complete datasets details are available in [18]). To evaluate our framework, we measure the precision and recall for each round of the relevance feedback retrieval. Since we only return the 10 best matches to the user and we
would like to measure the precision at all recall levels, we purposely leave only 10
relevance objects of interest in all the databases.
Table 2. Datasets used in the relevant feedback experiment

Dataset
Number of Classes Time Series Length
Number of items
Gun
2
150
200
Leaf
6
350
442
Wordspotting
4
100
272
We then measure the performance of our relevance feedback system with the precision-recall plot from each round of iteration. Figure 5 shows the precision-recall
curves of the three datasets for the first five iterations of relevance feedback. Our
experiments illustrates that each iteration results in significant improvement in both
precision and recall.
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Figure 5. The precision-recall plot for the 3 datasets with 5 iterations of relevance feedback

4 Conclusion
We have introduced a framework for both classification and time series retrieval. The
Ratanamahatana-Keogh Band (R-K Band) allows for any arbitrary shape of the warping window in DTW calculation. With our extensive evaluation, we have shown that
our framework incorporated into relevance feedback can reduce the error rate in classification, and improve the precision at all recall levels in video and image retrieval.
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